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00:01
I am so excited I just finished class number two with Capella university I’m
obtaining my masters of science in nurse leadership with Capella I am a Capella
sponsored student I wanted to give you guys a quick update on my FlexPath
program how it’s going and just kind of give you guys an update mainly the reason
as to why I’m obtaining my degree.
Tori Meskin* – Master of Science in Nursing
*Actual FlexPath student compensated for appearing in Capella promotional materials.

00:23
First things first my name is Tori Meskin i have been a nurse since 2013. I’ve
worked primarily in the NICU settings I’ve also been a travel nurse I’ve worked as
a pediatric critical care float nurse within the cvicu pediatric ICU oncology NICU
settings as well and something that I thought was really interesting and a big
reason why I went back from my master’s is the idea of how we’re modernizing
within the nurse community today and more specifically what I mean by that
is the way that we’re providing care to patients the way we’re communicating
with families using technology moving things forward and really using nursing to
forward the profession of healthcare in general.
01:08
As I said earlier I just finished my second class which went super smoothly my first
class I had to adjust the dates a little bit because I was picking up more shifts at
the bedside this one I was able to hit the deadlines that I made for myself which
felt really good. I love the idea of modernizing healthcare, meeting patients where
they’re at, providing resources to families getting innovative with the way that
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we’re doing things I think it’s really important for us to lead in that way as nurses
in the healthcare field it was also really important for me to find a program that fit
my lifestyle I am a working nurse I’m a wife I’m a podcaster blogger and so for me
that was really essential to find something that fits my lifestyle so I can pursue my
master’s of science in nursing.
01:51
And moreover to advance the nursing profession forward I just see a huge push
for this modern day healthcare is evolving there’s so many things going on. I love
it i think that it’s so important to be here and to be able to evolve with this rapidly
changing healthcare system to be able to push us forward to be able to highlight
the amazing things going on to use evidence-based practice. Overall, I could not
say enough great things about this program and this program has offered me
a unique modern day tailored approach to how I learn as a nurse and also as a
student overall I could not say enough great things about this program at Capella
has truly offered me the opportunity to advance my degree and to contribute to
all the amazing things going on here in the healthcare space in a new way. I’m very
thrilled to be a Capella sponsored student if you guys have any specific questions
about the program how it’s going let me know below I want to hear from you guys.
I just finished my second class so I’m very thrilled about this.
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